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G.R CASE No. 721l2017

Under Sections 279, 338,304-A of IPC

State Of Assam

-Vs-

Md. Fateh Ali Accused Person

PRESENT : Miss Karabi Das, LL.M, A'J'S

Judicial Magistrate First Class, Udalguri

For The Prosecution

Sri A, Porel '.... Assistant Public Prosecutor For The State

For The Defence

Sri B. Sarma .,.....Advocate For The Accused Person

Evidence Recorded On: Lt.t2,1B, 21'6'19, 2'9'L9

Argument Heard On: 21.LL.20

ludgment Delivered On: 21.11'20
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]UDGMENT

1. on 11,6.17 the the complainant Sri Debi Prasad Sharma lodged an FIR at the

orang PS alleging that on tB.4,L7 while his son Adom chetry was riding his

cycle and heading towards Bhogdal village, one motor cycle bearing registration

no'ASl3F333shithimfrombehindasaresultofwhichhesustainedsevere

injuries. His son was immediately admitted to the orang Medical, however' he



was referred to the Tezpur Medical College Hospital for

Thereafter, he was referred to the Gauhati Medical College

28.4.t7 his son Adom Chetry succumbed to his injuries.

receipt of the FIR Police registered a case being orang pS case No. 43117.

fter completion of the investigation the Police submitted charge-sheet against

the accused person namely Md. Fateh Ali under sections 2lgl go4-A of the

IPC. Cognizance of the offences under sections 2lglgo4-A Ipc was taken

against the accused Md. Fateh Ali.

The accused person was called upon to enter trial, and he was furnished with the

copies of relevant documents in compliance with section 207 of the cr.pc.
Considering the relevant documents and after hearing both sides particulars of
the offences under sections 2lg,ggg,go4-A rpc were read over and

explained to the accused Md. Fateh Ali to which he pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried.

The prosecution examined 6 (six) witnesses and exhibited 1 (one) document in

order to prove its case.

6' At the conclusion of the prosecution evidence, as there was no incriminating

evidence against him, hence, his examination u/s 313 of the cr.p.c. was

dispensed with.

7. I have heard the arguments advanced by both the sides. The case record is also

perused alongwith the depositions on record.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

I. Whether the accused person namely Md. Fateh Ali on 11.6.17 rode the
motor cycle bearing registration number As13F333g on the Bhogdal

village road in a manner so - or negligent as to endanger human life, or to
be likely to cause hurt or injury to any other person and thereby

:::;,*"d 
an offence punishable under Section 279 oJ the Indian Penat

Ir. Whether the accused person on the same date and place caused grievous

hurt to the son of the informant Adom Chetry by riding the aforesaid
motorcycle so rashly or negligently so as to endanger human life and
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personal safety of others and thereby committed an offence punishable
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section 338 or the rndian Penar code ?
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better treatment.

Hospital and on
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III. Whether the accused person caused the death of the son of the informant
by hitting him with the aforesaid motorcycle which was driven in a rash

,dryll--,*i*r,r,"..,T"nner, 
which does not amount to to culpable homicide and thereby

{ 57" *-.'t yt(€hf mitted an offence punishable under section 304-A of the Indian penat
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All the Points for determination are taken up together for the sake of brevity.

B' PWl has stated in her evidence that on the date of the occurrence and accident

occurred near her house. In her cross examination she stated that as she was

not present at the place of occurrence she could not say how the accident was

caused.

9. PW2, PW3 and PW5 stated that they do not know anything about the accident.

10. PW4 stated that he saw the accident but does not know who caused the accident

and who sustained injury. In his cross examination he stated that when he

reached the place of occurrence the accident had already taken place and

therefore he does not know anything about the accident.

11' PW6 stated that three years back one accident was caused by his motorcycle. He

stated in his cross examination that he did not know how the accident was

caused.

12. Criminal Jurisprudence says that it is the prosecution which is required to prove

the guilt of the accused beyond reasonable doubt and the initial burden of proof

lies only on the prosecution.

13' Now let me find out as to whether the prosecution has been able to prove the

alleged offence against the accused persons or not.

14. In the instant case, none of the PWs could say anything about the accident.

15. Thus, the aforementioned discussion has made it apparent that the evidence on

record is quite inadequate to establish the prosecution case. The prosecution

evidence does not inspire enough confidence to prove the guilt of the accused

person beyond reasonable doubt.

16. As such I am of the view that the prosecution has failed to prove that the

accused person namely Md. Fateh Ali on 11.6.17 rode the motor cycle

bearing registration number AS13F3338 on the Bhogdal village road in a rash or
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negligent manner that hit the son of the informant and caused Injury to him and

finally caused his death and thereby committed offences punishable under

Sections 279, 338, 304-A of the Indian Penal Code and beyond all

reasonable doubt.

points for determination are thus decided in negative.

ORDER

18. In the light of the above discussion and decision, the accused person namely

Md. Fateh Ali is acquitted of the charges under Sections 279, 338, 304-A of

the IPC and set at liberty forthwith. The bail bonds furnished to the accused

person are extended for further period of six months from today.

19. The judgment is pronounced in open court in the presence of the partles and

their counsel and under the seal of this Court on this 2l day of November ,

2020.
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APPENDIX

Smti Ganga Devi

Smti. Hira Devi

PW3 Sri Dataram Sarma

PW4 Bhola Newar

PW5 Agnidhar Sarma

PW6 Md. Sirajul Islam

WITNESSES FOR DEFENCE:

None

DOCUMENT EXHIBITED:

Seizure List - Ext 1. Ext' 1(1) Signature of PW6

Signature
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